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CIRCULAR OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES Inc  
 

This month’s member spotlight is Ambrose Lunnon, our youngest member.  Ambrose has 
been interested in insects from a very early age (pre-school actually) and has travelled 
widely with his parents, with a keen eye for anything unusual.   

Dinah Hales has kindly provided an interesting travelogue of her trip to the Kimberley’s and 
some accompanying photos as well as two contributions in Photo Corner – thanks Dinah.  
She has also provided a remembrance for Roger Blackman, renowned aphidologist from the 
Natural History Museum in London.  Roger passed away on 17 March 2022 at the (some 
might say early) age of 80.  

There is a call-out for interest in the 11th International Symposium on Fruit Flies of 
Economic Importance at Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, Australia 13 – 18 November, 
2022. 
 
The Presidents report from March 2021 together with the minutes of the 67th annual 
general meeting and associated reports are included; these completed documents were 
presented at the 68th AGM held via Zoom on-line meeting on the 31 March 2021.  The delay 
in publishing these was an oversight – so let’s blame Covid!.   The end of year (2021) 
documents for the 68th AGM (to be presented at the 69th AGM in May 2022) will be 
provided in a later edition of Tarsus. 
 
Reproduced verbatim is an interesting article from Entomology Today from the 
Entomological Society of America on the mothers of entomology.  We hear too much about 
the fathers of entomology!. 
 
We continue providing hyperlinks to entomological stories and research that may be of 
interest to members.  

Kind Regards 

 

  

Garry Webb 

Circular editor 

 

Tarsus 
 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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President's report for March 2021 
 
Dear Members,  
 
In spite of the dreaded COVID-19, 2020 was a great year for the Entomological Society of 
NSW (ESNSW).  However, we are still under the cloud of the virus and the 68th AGM being 
held on Wednesday 31 March 2021 will be on ZOOM.  The good news is ZOOM allows the 
active involvement of our regional members to attend albeit on-line.  The ESNSW 
membership is dispersed around NSW and includes Council members in Tamworth (Dr 
Robin Gunning), Armidale (Professor Nigel Andrew) and Orange (Dr Bernie Dominiak).   
 
ESNSW continues its efforts encouraging the profession with a larger than normal (100 
pages) Volume 48 of the “General and Applied Entomology” (G&AE) Journal and the 
renewal of the TARSUS Newsletter.  A herculean effort from Gary Webb 
(garrywebb1@outlook.com) doing the heavy lifting with editorial duties with both the G&AE 
Journal and the TARSUS Newsletter.  ESNSW primary focus is to support the G&AE Journal 
which gives contributors the opportunity to add to the science and knowledge of 
entomology and allied subjects.  The honorary editor of G&AE Journal, Dr Robin Gunning, is 
back on deck after a “sabbatical “and is being assisted by Gary Webb, Dr. Graeme Smith and 
Dr. Bernie Dominiak in implementing planned improvements.  The team have already 
implemented the prompt on-line publishing of papers to assist authors’ especially academic 
researchers.  The editor continues to assist contributors ensuring publication continuity 
(Volume 48 is already on-line and available to members) and prospective contributors for 
Volume 49 should contact the Editor: rgunning@bigpond.com).  Past issues of the G&AE 
Journal are available online.  I again remind members to take advantage of the Council 
ruling of no charge for papers published in G&AE Journal if the lead author is a financial 
member of the ESNSW.  
 
In addition to the upgrade of G&AE Journal another project underway is the upgrade of the 
website. Special thanks to Dr. Graeme Smith for his ongoing contributions to this welcome 
improvement.  Authors can expect an improved process which will improve online 
availability and early publishing of digital versions of papers; Vol 48 is already available 
online and will be published as a hard copy in the coming weeks. 
 
Unfortunately, ESNSW was unable to be an exhibitor at the Ku-ring-gai Annual Wildflower 
Art and Garden Festival, St Ives, NSW as the event was a casualty of COVID. The dedicated 
group of members who continue the long-time tradition of arranging the ESNSW exhibit at 
St Ives were not required this year.  There would have been disappointment from the usual 
public attendees to the ESNSW St Ives exhibit where hand-on contact with live insects is 
very popular with the young patrons who crowd the tables waiting their turn.  The popular 
trio “Stevie” a giant burrowing cockroach (Macropanesthia rhinoceros); freshly collected 
multicoloured harlequin bugs and Goliath Stick insects (on loan from Braxton Jones) will 
have a year off to recuperate.   
 
Between lockdowns and restrictions ESNSW fitted in the Annual Dinner, traditionally and, 
yet again arranged by Mary-Lynne Taylor for 2020.  The dinner was held on 28th November 
2020 at the Epping RSL Club and enjoyed by members, partners and friends.  The attendees 
cannot escape being tested on their entomological knowledge with the Quiz conducted by 
Prof Dinah Hales – competition is fierce because of the highly sought after, winner’s prize.  

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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The EntSoc Council current members have indicated commitment to again serve the ESNSW 
in 2020.  Current Council members include Professor Nigel Andrew, Robin Parsons, Dr. Robin 
Gunning, Gitte Strid-Nwulaekwe, Barbara May, Stephen Fellenberg, Dr. Bernie Dominiak.  
Country members on the Ent Soc Council include Professor Nigel Andrew (UNE Armidale), 
Dr. Robin Gunning (Tamworth) and Dr. Bernie Dominiak (Orange).  I must record the 
extraordinary efforts of Robin Parsons who continues to wear “many hats” (Secretary’s and 
Treasurer).   
 
I hope you all have an enjoyable 2021 and I encourage you to spread the word of the 
benefits of being involved with the Entomological Society of NSW.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
Bob Ryan 
President 
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Minutes of the 67th Annual General Meeting  
of The Entomological Society of New South Wales Inc. 

 
held in the ‘Hawkes Room’ at Ryde-Eastwood Leagues Club, West Ryde on 11 March 2020  
 
Opened: 6.57pm  
 
Attendance: Members: Howard Greening (member), Dinah Hales (member & AES Rep), 
Barbara May (Councilor), Robin Parsons (Treasurer), Bob Ryan (Chair/President), Graeme 
Smith (member & Web Manger), Gitte Strid-Nwulaekwe (Business Manager), Mary-Lynne 
Taylor (member), Garry Webb (Circular Editor), Non-member/visitor: None. All members 
present were financial and Quorum minimum requirements were exceeded.  
 
Apologies: Nigel Andrew (Vice President), Bernie Dominiak (Councilor), Stephen Fellenberg 
(Councilor), Robin Gunning (Editor), Darren Waterson (member).  
 
Minutes of the 66th AGM of 2019 transcribed post 2020 AGM in Tarsus 609 of March 2020; 
were proposed for acceptance as a true record by Robin Parsons as Secretary and was 
accepted by all present. A copy of these minutes was subsequently verified and signed by 
the President.  
 
66th Report of the Council presented by Hon. Secretary; provided by Robin Parsons; 
published post 2020 AGM in Tarsus Issue No. 609 of March 2020; was accepted by all 
present. The report noted that ‘Volume 47 of G&AE was not published in 2019’ but was 
produced just in time for the 2020 AGM at which copies were issued to attendees and bulk 
copies given to the Business Manager for distribution to private subscribers (non-members).  
 
66th Report of Hon. Treasurer: The Financial Statements /membership statistics for year 
ended 31 December 2019 published post 2020 AGM in Tarsus Issue No. 609 March 2020 
was accepted by all present. Account records and Books of Account were presented, 
checked by Bob Ryan and accepted by all present.  
 
Swami (former Secretary) has been retained as a signatory but with reduced access as he is 
no longer on Council. Bob and Robin retain signatory and full on-line banking access.  
An external accounts audit was not carried out for the year ending 2019.  
 
Contracted accountant services were not requested as all statements were prepared by 
Robin.  
 
All 49 members were financial as at 31 December 2019. One membership was lapsed and 
one new member added with one resignation effective from January 2020.  
 
Membership total at 31 December 2019 remained at 49 as it was at 31 December 2018.  
 
Society fees for 2020 were invoiced and issued on the 07 & 08 February 2020.  
 
Financial members for 2020 as at 28 February 2020 was 27 (56.25% of total).  
 
66th Report of Hon. Business Manager: The number of private subscribers (non-members)  
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remain stable at around 15 with a few new or returned customers pending. B.M. 
acknowledged the Treasurer’s advice that he would prepare an ‘Accounts receivable 
schedule/Ledger’ and present it to the Business Manager for verification. The Treasurer 
would continue posting Journals provided by and on behalf of the Business Manager.  
 
66th Report of Ent Soc NSW’s AES Representative & Ted Taylor Prize (TTP): Dinah 
suggested the AES administer the Ted Taylor Prize via their ‘Phil Carne Award’. This will be 
considered by the TTP committee. Costs apart from the Prize would have to be considered.  
 
President’s Report: Given by outgoing President Bob Ryan as published in Tarsus Issue 
No.609 of March 2020; Expressing the importance of the Journal, noting the extraordinary 
efforts of the Editors Dr Robin Gunning and (in particular) the new Circular Editor Garry 
Webb. Also, the efforts of the Web site Manager Graeme Smith on improving online 
availability and early publishing of digital versions.  
 
Election of the Council 
for 2020:  
 
POSITION  

NOMINEE  NOMINA
TED by  

SECONDED by  

Hon. President  Bob Ryan  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Vice President  Prof. Nigel Andrew  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Secretary  Robin Parsons  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Treasurer  Robin Parsons  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Business Manager  Gitte Strid-Nwulaekwe  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Editor  Dr Robin Gunning  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Public Officer  Robin Parsons  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Circular Editor  Garry Webb  Graeme  accepted by all  
Hon. Councillors (x4)  Bernie Dominiak  

Barbara May  
Stephen Fellenberg  
Mary-Lynne Taylor  

Graeme  
Graeme  
Graeme  
Graeme  

accepted by all  
accepted by all  
accepted by all  
accepted by all  

Website Manager  Graeme Smith  Bob  accepted by all  
Representative for 
Australian 
Entomological Society  

Dr Dinah Hales  Graeme  accepted by all  
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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT for 2020 
     
  The 67th Report of the Council of the Entomological Society of New South Wales Inc. for 
2020  

1. The Council for 2020 was: 

Honorary President    Mr Bob Ryan 
Honorary Vice –President Prof. Nigel Andrew 
Honorary Secretary Mr Robin Parsons  
Honorary Treasurer/Public Officer  Mr Robin Parsons    
Honorary Business Manager Ms Gitte Strid-Nwulaekwe  
Honorary Editor Dr Robin Gunning 
Honorary Circular Editor Mr Garry Webb 
Councilors Dr Bernie Dominiak          Ms Barbara May 
                                                                 Mr Stephen Fellenberg     Mrs Mary-Lynne Taylor 
Non-Council Officers 
Web Site/ Page Manager Mr Graeme Smith  
Australian Ent. Soc. Correspondent  Dr Dinah Hales 
 

2. Membership as at 31 December 2020: Please refer to the Hon. Treasurer’s report for 

statistics. There were three resignations (2 long term members & 1 student) and two 

new members (1 Student & 1 ordinary); in 2020 reducing the total membership by 

one. All members except two, have valid and reliable email addresses. The Society 

needs to add and keep new members; the students in particular.  

3. Council members & meetings: All eight Officer positions were filled for the full year 

(2020); the Secretary’s functions were carried out principally by Robin Parsons with 

assistance in minute taking from Barbara May.   

The combined AGM/Council meeting in March 2020 was the last ‘face to face’ 
physical meeting as due to the Covid19 pandemic and its restrictions; all subsequent 
meetings (Council) were done on-line via Zoom. 
 
The Zoom meetings proved to be practical and in particular allowed the participation 
of ‘Regional’ members of Council to join the meetings. This being critical in relation 
to the Journal. 
 
The initial trial Council zoom meeting was held on the 29 April 2020, followed by the 
12 June 2020 (re Ted Taylor Prize), then 27 Nov 2020 (re support for Web site 
upgrade), then 15 Dec 2020 (Editorial sub- committee) and the last being on the 28 
Jan 2021 (re Website budget increase approval). 
 
In considering the remaining Covid19 restrictions and concerns together with the 
ability to include Regional members of Council; Zoom meetings will be the preferred 
method of meeting for a while. 
   
Nearly all Council discussions during the year have been via email and phone and as 
a consequence the Secretary has to monitor, prompt and summarise the various 
matters in between Council meetings. 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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4. Society General meetings and events: Due to the Covid19 pandemic no physical face 

to face gatherings or events were limited or prohibited. The usual Wild Flower Art 

and Garden Festival at St Ives for August 2020 was cancelled. However, the Annual 

Dinner was held at the Epping Club on Saturday the 28 November 2020.    

5. The 67th AGM was held at the Ryde –Eastwood Leagues Club at West Ryde on 

Wednesday the 11th March 2020 (See AGM minutes).  

6. Volume 47 of General and Applied Entomology was not published in 2019 as 

expected but was published and then issued in November 2020.   Volume 48 as at 

March 2021 is almost ready for printing in early 2021. 

Individual papers as they pass the editorial process are still being posted to the 
Society’s website (member access) and so are available to members. Notices have 
been sent to members and contributors when such papers are available either by 
general email from the Secretary. 
   

7. Circulars: Tarsus under the new Circular Editor (Mr Garry Webb) has produced for 

2020, a total of six issues in 2020. Thank you to Garry Webb. 

8. Website Upgrade: The Council in November 2020 approved of ‘Claridge’ undertaking 

a major upgrade and face lift to the Society’s website within a budget of $3000.00. 

This upgrade is being conducted with significant and critical input and monitoring 

from some members of Council. This work will continue through to about mid, 2021. 

Membership wide email communications in the mean time will be provided by 
individual Councillor’s email systems. 
 

9. Society Emblem: The Society emblem for 2020 remains as shown on the front cover 

of G& AE since Volume 46 (varieties of the Coccinellid beetle Coelophora inequalis 

by Artist: Betty Thorn, School of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University for Dinah 

Hales); until the new Website facilities have been completed. Council is still looking 

out for other sources of drawings, so if any member can assist with this please 

contact Council via the President.  

10. The Annual Society Dinner: Despite Covid19, the 2020 dinner was held (again) at the 

Epping Club (RSL) on the 28 December 2020. It was attended by members, partners 

and friends. Dinah again devising a challenging quiz.  Prizes provided by Mary-Lynne 

Taylor were as usual generous and much appreciated. Thank you again to Mary -

Lynne and Dinah. 

Robin Parsons, Hon. Treasurer / Secretary 
22 March 2021 
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 THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NSW INC 
 STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 

 GENERAL FUND – INCOME        

 
Subscriptions paid in 2020 (up to & including 
2021)  1,695.00   

 Plus Subs pd in advance of 2021 in prior year  00.00   

 Less Subs paid in advance of 2021*  00.00   
 Subscriptions Receivable (arrears @ Year End 2020) 90.00   

 Less previous year Subs Receivable arrears  -0.00   
 Bank interest (+ Term Deposit int $0.00)  21.97   

 Donations (none)  0.00  1,806.97 
 - PAYMENTS     

 Room Hire  -0.00   
 Public Liability Insurance 28 Jun 2020 to 28 Jun 2021 -861.26   

 Website hosting-decompression - 2020 -132.00   
 Website Domain renewal 2020 (2yrs paid in 2020) 39.90   

 Members payment to Publication Fund  -0.00   
 DFT Incorporation Annual lodgement fee 2020 -47.00   

 Stationary & Postage  -49.40   
           Website Upgrade-Claridge Dep $1000 of $2000                                                                             -1,000.00      -2,129.56 

  Result for 2020   -322.59 
 PUBLICATION FUND - INCOME     

 Journal Income Received-royalties 159.55+Page Charges 160.00 319.55   
 Journal Income Accounts Receivable (Arrears of payments) 700.00   

 Less Journal Income Accounts Receivable Credited prior year 2019 -700.00   
 Bank Interest  2.02   

 members payment to Publication Fund   0.00   

 
Closing Journal Stock 31 Dec 2020 (100% depreciation + Recovery 
to vol47   5,500.00   

 Advances to be Recovered 150.00   

 Less supported claims against Advance(s) 0.00  5,971.57 
 LESS: PF Expenses = Costs of Journal     

 Opening Journal Stock 01 Jan 2020   -2,400.00   
 Postage & Stationary  -296.80   

 Printing Costs (Arrowprint) Journal Vol 47 published within 2020 -958.60   
 Advance-Business Manager Float 05 June 2017 -150.00  -3,805.40 

  Result for 2020   2,166.17 
      

 BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020 
 ACCUMULATED FUNDS; Balance to 31 December 2019    30,854.64 

 Results for the year 2020 General Fund -322.59   
  Publication Fund 2,166.17  1,843.58 

 Balance to 31 December 2020    32,698.22 
      

 REPRESENTED BY: Cash at Bank General Fund 24,261.64   
  Publication Fund 1,996.58   

  Term Deposit 0.00  26,258.22 
 Journal Stock-Committee's valuation   5,500.00 

 Debtors;             Members Subscription arrears C Bower+ P Gillespie 90.00   

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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                               Journal Payment arrears 700.00   
                              Advances to be recovered 150.00  940.00 

 
Less CURRENT LIABILITIES    Members Subscriptions in advance 
(>2020)*  0.00   

 
             Uncleared cheques (0), Contras/expenses 2019 paid in 2020 
(0) 0.00  0.00 

 Total Assets at 31 December 2020    32,698.22 
 Prepared & reconciled by Mr Robin Parsons; Hon. Treasurer 20 March 2020; sgn  
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HONORARY TREASURER’S REPORT 
THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES Inc. 
MEMBERSHIP at the 31 DECEMBER 2020 
 
CATEGORY                        FINANCIAL                 UNFINANCIAL                  TOTALS 
 
Honorary Life                       1 - n/a                             n/a                                      1 
 
Ordinary                                34                                     2                                     36                                                           
 
Special                                    7                                       0                                        7 
 
Student                                   3                                       0                                         3 
 
Company Assoc.                    1                                      0                                          1 
 
        Totals                            46                                     2                                        48 
 
Resigned Members                                                                             Lapsed Members 
Dr Donald S Horning              British Natural History Museum (formal historical adjustment) 
                                                                    Dow Agro Science Ltd (formal historical adjustment)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
New Members                                                                                   Likely to Lapse 
Mr Thomas C Heddle joined April 2020                                          Dr Colin C Bower 
Ms Elizabeth A Frost joined 29 Jan 2020                                        Mr Peter Gillespie 
 
                                                             
Prepared by Robin Parsons Hon. Treasurer 
20 March 2021                                                                                
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ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY of NSW INC 
CASH BOOK & LIABILITY DISSECTIONS FOR PREVIOUS YEAR END 2019 & CURRENT YEAR 

END 2020 
 

PRIOR YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2019 CURRENT YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 

Cash book balance: 
General Fund 

24674.23 Cash book balance: 
General Fund 

24261.64 

Publication Fund  2930.41 Publication Fund 1996.58 

Term deposit         0.00 Term deposit        0.00 

Cash (sub total)                                                                       27604.64 Cash (sub total)                                                                   26258.22 

Plus Non cash Assets: Journal 
Stock addit’n -vol46 issued 

   2400.00 Plus Non cash Assets: Journal 
Stock addit’n -vol47Add’n- 
issued 

5500.00 

Member Subscription arrears         0.00 Member Subscription arrears        90.00 

Journal payment arrears      700.00 Journal Payment arrears    700.00 

Advances (floats) to be 
recovered 

     150.00 Advances (floats) to be 
recovered 

   150.00 

 Less Liabilities: Member 
Subscriptions paid in Advance 
(>2020) 

         0.00 Less Liabilities: Member 
Subscriptions in advance 
(>2021) 

        0.00 

Unpresented cheques(0) + 
Contra/paid next year(0)   

      0.00  Unpresented cheques(0) 
+Contra/paid next year(0)   

        0.00 

Formula Count 30854.64 Formula Count 32698.22 

Accumulated Funds balance at 
31 December 2019 

30854.64 Accumulated Funds balance at 
31 December 2020 

32698.22 

     
                                               
Verification of Variation         
Funds current year end 2020                        $32,698.22     Cash Balance    $26258.22                                                                                           
Prior year end 2019                                        $30,854.64     Cash Balance    $27604.64 
 
12 month variation to Dec 2020                  +$1843.58                                   -$1346.42            
 
Prepared and certified by: Mr Robin Parsons,          
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Member Spotlight 
Ambrose Lunnon 

 

 

I became interested in entomology when, after pre-school one day, I noticed an unusual 

looking insect on the vine in our back garden. It was a praying mantis, and I thought it was 

amazing.  I’m now in high school and praying mantids are still one of my favourite insects.    

After finding that initial praying mantis, I looked around our back garden and found many 

insects, bugs, and spiders.  From then on, I often wanted to look for mini-beasts and I 

extended my expeditions from our back garden to our local parks.  After that, I looked for 

them on bushwalks too.  I also joined the Society for Insect Studies (SFIS) and I have been on 

many walks with them, where we look for mini-beasts together.  The SFIS members have 

been very supportive of my inquiring mind.  As well as around Sydney, the Central Coast, the 

Mid-north Coast, and the South Coast of NSW, I have also searched for mini-beasts in 

Kangaroo Island, Queensland (including Tropical Far North Queensland), and the Northern 

Territory.  It is exciting to set off and wonder what I will find.    

Having an interest in entomology has also made my trips overseas to be more interesting 

and enjoyable. I have found a variety of species when holidaying in Papua New Guinea, UAE, 

Oman, Egypt, and the Cook Islands.  I was looking forward to finding some different species 

while we were living in Canada, but our planned move to Canada in 2021 was cancelled 

because of COVID-19.   

Throughout my life I have had many pets, including praying mantids, stick insects, beetles, 

centipedes, cockroaches, crickets, springtails, slaters, earwigs, mealworms, grasshoppers, 

caterpillars, snails, wolf spiders, scorpions, fish, catfish, shrimps, aquatic snails, and smooth 

knob-tailed geckos.  I still have some of those animals, and currently I also have a large ant-

keeping collection, which includes an established colony of sugar ants, and founding 

colonies of bull ants, funnel ants, green-headed ants, pavement ants, and some tiny species 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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I haven’t identified.  It is fascinating watching animal behaviour, and I have learnt a lot due 

to pet-keeping.  

 Back when I was seven years old, I decided I wanted to make short movies about mini-

beasts that I found, and publish the movies on YouTube.  Even though Sonia had no 

photography or filmmaking experience, and she didn’t know anything about entomology, I 

asked her to film and edit the movies for me.  My YouTube channel is “Adventures with 

Ambrose” (“AwA”).  We are self-taught and have improved over the years, but we are still 

amateurs!  The link to my channel is www.youtube.com/c/adventureswithambrose  

Recently, when I discovered that there were carnivorous snails in Australia, we searched for 

them on the Central Coast of NSW.  I am pleased that we found some, and we were able to 

film them and publish a short five-minute movie, titled, “AwA Common Southern 

Carnivorous Snail (Austrorhytida capillacea)” on my YouTube channel.  The link is 

https://youtu.be/QsdaHLm-E8w    

Being young, I am still finding creatures that I have never seen before. I’m not sure what the 

future holds for me, but I believe that I will always have an interest in the natural world 👦🏻  
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Remembering Roger Laurence Blackman, 1941- 2022 
 

Dinah Hales 
 

With the recent death of Roger Blackman on 17 March, 2022, we lost a bastion of the 
entomological world. Roger's early research swung from ladybirds to aphids, and much of 
his research was on the interface between genetics and environment in the success of aphid 
lineages. He became interested in the behaviour of chromosomes in the maturation of the 
parthenogenetic egg, and showed that there was no genetic recombination during this 
process. Thus, successive parthenogenetic generations are truly clonal, and genetic change 
arises only by mutation. He also showed that the holocentric chromosomes (=without a 
localised centromere) could fragment or translocate, and the products could be transmitted 
in a clonal manner. One translocation was of particular practical importance, as it was 
associated with insecticide resistance in the peach-potato aphid, Myzus persicae, well-
known as a virus vector and at home on a wide variety of horticultural plants. 
 
From 1973 he was at the Natural History Museum, London, where he commenced a 
collaboration with Victor Eastop, and his interests broadened to include taxonomy, and the 
use of karyotypic information in identification. He continued with the study of basic 
chromosome behaviour and I was fortunate to work with him in 1984 and 1998. He was a 
patient, kind and generous host, though I was sometimes required to uphold the honour of 
my country, for example at cricket (failed) and drinking beer (passed). 
 
I came home in 1984 with a copy of the newly-published Aphids on the World's Crops, by 
Blackman and Eastop, the first in their series documenting the world's aphids and allowing 
the identification of any adult wingless aphid provided the host plant was known. The books 
were then converted into a monumental website, Aphids on the World's Plants, and Roger 
continued to update the website as new information became available, even after COVID 
kept him away from the Museum. As late as last year, he was helping me with identification 
of aphids from my yellow traps (more difficult because there is no plant data). 
 
At meetings you could never be quite sure what to expect from Roger. At one, he very 
sensibly proposed a simplification of the terminology used to describe different morphs in 
the annual cycle. Non-aphid entomologists sometimes throw up their hands in despair at 
the masses of Latin, Greek and hybrid words. Roger suggested that, for example, "alate" 
could be replaced by "winged", and "ovipara" by "mating female". Gynopara and andropara 
are maybe more difficult. His advice hasn't entirely caught on, even on the Aphids on the 
World's Plants website, but anyone writing about aphids should keep it in mind. At another 
meeting, he produced a key to the aphidologists present. Body shape and distribution of 
facial hair were some of the characters. "Pickled in alcohol" was another descriptor. 
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Roger Blackman at the International Symposium on Aphids, Smolenice, Czechoslovakia, 1985 

 
Roger was president of the Royal Entomological Society in 1999-2000. He had his 80th 
birthday in 2021, and a special Festschrift issue of Zootaxa was planned in his honour. Sadly, 
this could not be completed before his passing and will now become a memorial volume. 
We have lost a great entomologist and a good friend. 
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Travels in North Western Australia 
 

Dinah Hales 
 
Sometime in early 2014, my husband Robert and I heard a song on the radio, "There's a 
good light in Broome" and almost simultaneously decided we should go there. But we 
suspected Broome itself might not occupy us for too long, and, as neither of us had 
previously been in northern Australia, added a two-week tour by APT  4wd which took us, in 
a group of about 20, as far as the Bungle Bungles. At Garry's suggestion, I'm writing this 
short biological travelogue of our trip. 
  
In Broome, we did a couple of local tours, which included our first wild saltwater crocodile, 
and an informative visit to a pearl farm. One of the pests of pearl oysters is a eunicid 
polychaete worm. The Broome coastline is a known centre of dinosaur activity: we were 
promised dinosaur footprints, but they turned out to be a concrete cast of footprints that 
were actually somewhere else.  One of the first birds to catch our attention was the black 
kite Milvus migrans . This species has a range through much of Africa and India, and is found 
across the north of Australia and down the eastern states to Victoria. We saw them flying 
above us in flocks like pigeons. They are opportunistic hunters and scavengers and we were 
to see them throughout the journey. 
 
Once on the mainly unsealed Gibb River Road, an ever-present sign of insect activity was the 
presence of termite mounds, called jilkarr by the local indigenous people, and treated by 
them with reverence, because in the past, the mounds were used to inter the remains of 
deceased people. The people also used ground-up mound material as a treatment for 
diarrhoea. 
 
Our first major stop was at Windjana Gorge, formed by remnants of the great Devonian 
Barrier Reef that once encircled a shallow sea in the area. Here we saw our first almost 
friendly little fresh water crocodiles, as well as fossils in the walls of the gorge. 

 

 
The next day we stopped at Bell Gorge, where, after a brief swim, I sheltered from the sun 
under a rock overhang, and observed wasps starting to build a new nest.  These wasps were 
similar to the paper wasps of the east coast, but were much larger, approaching 4 cm in 
length. Luckily they were also friendly. 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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Another waterhole was particularly beautiful, with waterfall, pandanus palms, aboriginal 
rock art and this remarkable brown tree snake, highly respected by the people of the area as 
a totem animal. Sadly, some tourists kill them out of fear or ignorance. I'm pretty sure we 
were told it was harmless, but if I have the ID correct, it has venomous fangs at the back of 
its mouth. 

 

 
 

We spent a night at El Questro Station, and came across a magnificent female goliath stick 
insect, Eurycnema goliath.  Robert's hand gives an idea of scale. 
 

 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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Near Echidna Gorge, we saw the bower of the great bower bird, Chlamydera nuchalis. We 
didn't see the bird on this occasion, but it is speckled fawn with a clump of hot pink feathers 
on the back of its neck. These feathers can be raised and extended during courtship 
displays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There hasn't been room to say much about the plants, but the grevilleas were wonderful - 
here are just a few species.  
 
Our final destination was the magnificent Bungle Bungles. My photos don't do them justice, 
but some are included showing the mountains and the amazing rock formations in 
Cathedral Gorge 

 
 
. 
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Then it was back to Broome mainly on sealed roads through Halls Creek and Fitzroy crossing.  
I have not mentioned the indigenous or European history of the area, the Ord River Scheme, 
Lake Argyle and the Argyle Downs homestead, or the dancing by children of a local 
aboriginal community. The trip was so much more than I could cover here and I hope it 
inspires people to go either independently by 4wd or on one of the many available tours. 
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The Mothers of Entomological History: Reflecting 
on Who We Honor and How We Do It 

(reproduced in its entirety from Entomology Today from the Entomological Society of 
America) 

 

Four notable women in the history of entomology warrant the informal title of “mother” of 
particular fields. Clockwise from top left: Margaret James Strickland Collins, Mother of 
Termite Ecology; Clara Southmayd Ludlow, Mother of Medical Entomology; Mary Talbot, 
Mother of Myrmecology; and Eleanor Anne Ormerod: Mother of Agricultural Entomology. 
(Collins photo by Herbert and Veronica Collins, originally published in Lewis 2016, Florida 
Entomologist. Ludlow public domain photo via U.S. Library of Congress. Talbot photo 
originally published in “A Myrmecologist’s Life: An Appreciation of Mary Talbot,” by Paul B. 
Kannowski, appendix to The Natural History of the Ants of Michigan’s E. S. George Reserve, 
Miscellaneous Publications. Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan, 2012. Republished 
with permission. Ormerod public domain photo via Wikimedia Commons.) 
 

Editor’s Note: This post is part of a series organized by the ESA Student Affairs 
Committee. See other posts by and for entomology students here at Entomology Today. 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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By Joanie King, Morgan Thompson, and Jaclyn Martin 

   

Entomology Games participants spend countless hours memorizing information on a wide 
variety of topics, ranging from pesticide modes of action to taxonomic nomenclature to 
entomological history and more. Entomological history includes prominent entomologists 
and their contributions to particular fields of study. Often, such noteworthy individuals are 
dubbed “the Father of (insert entomological field here).” For example, William Kirby is “the 
Father of Entomology,” Thomas Say is “the Father of American Entomology,” and Thaddeus 
William Harris is “the Father of Economic Entomology,” to name just a few. 

Undoubtedly, these men made significant contributions to our understanding of 
entomology and are an integral part of entomological history. However, after numerous 
years of participation in the Entomology Games, we began to wonder how these individuals 
were chosen as the “father” of a particular entomological field and what merited such a 
distinction. Understanding why we honor these historical figures is important, as such titles 
can help us remember their contributions to entomology. But why do we elevate these 
men, paying special attention to some and not others? 

Finding Fathers 

To answer this question, we examined historical literature and also surveyed numerous 
individuals affiliated with Entomology Games and its host, the Entomological Society of 
America, including long-time players, judges, gamemasters, and coaches. We aimed to 
determine what criteria were used to promote an entomologist to the status of “father” of a 
particular field. 

Astoundingly—or maybe not—we found little information in the literature on clearly 
defined standards for advancement to “father” status, with vague references to some 
criteria. For example, the “History of Entomology” chapter in Encyclopedia of Insects (pp. 
452) states that Thaddeus William Harris authored a major publication that “summarized 
the knowledge of insect control in Europe and North America, earning him the title ‘Father 
of Economic Entomology.'” This excerpt implies that publishing a major work resulted in the 
title of “father” for Harris. Moreover, Sheppard & Smith (1997) implied Say received his title 
as “Father of American Entomology” because he “produced a corpus of scientific work on 
par with that of European luminaries such as J.C. Fabricius and C. DeGeer, and so did much 
to elevate the status of American taxonomic entomology.” Aside from these disparate 
references, we found no clear evidence of overarching criteria or a unifying framework for 
the distinction of “father.” 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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In addition to our search of the literature, we surveyed Entomology Games experts on what 
criteria might have earned “father” status for historical entomologists. These experts 
provided variable responses, ranging from “no idea” to some suggestions on how or why 
certain “fathers” were selected, but none cited any firm knowledge of unifying criteria. For 
instance, a few experts pointed toward being the first to publish a book in a particular field 
as justification for “father” status; however, many experts simultaneously noted that while 
many “fathers” likely published more comprehensive or well-regarded texts, they were 
likely not the first ever in history to publish a book on a particular entomological topic. 

Missing Mothers 

Further, we also noted that there were few, if any, “mothers” of entomological fields 
despite the significant contributions of women to insect sciences. The only woman with 
such a title in the literature is Maria Sybilla Merian, dubbed “the Mother of Entomology.” 
Although this may at first appear to be a minor discrepancy, we argue that the ambiguity 
around what earns entomologists “parent” status within the field—and, among them, the 
noticeable preponderance of “fathers” compared to “mothers”—sheds light on a larger 
issue within our entomological community, namely how we honor and recognize individuals 
in our field. 

Therefore, to rectify this discrepancy and start a dialogue, we suggest the following criteria 
for recognition as the founder or major contributor to a field of study: 

 significance of research; 
 novelty of ideas proposed; 
 impact on society. 

Below, we highlight women in entomology and propose new titles for them as the 
“mothers” of their particular research fields. Our goal is to draw attention to who we honor 
and how we honor them within the entomological profession and through ESA and to 
propel future conversations on the inclusivity of our awards and distinctions. 
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Four Mothers of Entomology 

Margaret James Strickland Collins: Mother of Termite Ecology 

 
Margaret James Strickland Collins, Ph.D. (Photo by Herbert and Veronica Collins, originally 

published in Lewis 2016, Florida Entomologist) 
Margaret James Strickland Collins, Ph.D. (1922–1996), was the first African American 
woman to obtain a Ph.D. in entomology from a research-intensive university. Her 
accomplishments are impressive in their own right, and even more so when considering the 
unique challenges she faced as a Black woman during the time period in which she lived. 

Her research and legacy still stand today, and her work is frequently cited, particularly on 
the differences in tolerance and resistance to drying among different termite species. Due 
to her extensive research on termites, Collins was nicknamed the “Termite Lady.” We 
propose a separate title, “Mother of Termite Ecology,” to further honor Collins as a field 
scientist and ecologist who traveled extensively to conduct studies and made significant 
contributions to our understanding of the biogeography, chemical defenses, physiology, and 
taxonomy of termites. 

Clara Southmayd Ludlow: Mother of Medical Entomology 

 
Clara Southmayd Ludlow, Ph.D. (Public domain photo via U.S. Library of Congress) 

 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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Clara Southmayd Ludlow, Ph.D. (1852–1924), was an accomplished medical entomologist 
with dozens of published articles about mosquitoes and mosquito-borne diseases. Notably, 
Ludlow identified 72 mosquito species and also attempted to link mosquito species to 
disease transmission cycles, which was a particularly novel idea at the time. 

Additionally, she holds the distinct title of the first woman and first non-physician member 
of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, and even now she has a 
prestigious medal named after her to recognize honorees “for their inspirational and 
pioneering spirit, whose work represents success despite obstacles and advances the field of 
tropical medicine.” 

Ludlow earned her Ph.D. from George Washington University, with her dissertation titled, 
“The Mosquitoes of the Philippine Islands: The Distribution of Certain Species and Their 
Occurrence in Relation to the Incidence of Certain Diseases,” which was no doubt inspired 
by her visit to her brother in the Philippines when he was stationed there with the U.S. 
Army. This visit, along with her undergraduate studies of mosquitoes at Mississippi State 
University, introduced Ludlow to her lifelong involvement in the field of medical 
entomology, thus giving her the title of “Mother of Medical Entomology.” 

Eleanor Anne Ormerod: Mother of Agricultural Entomology 

 
Eleanor Anne Ormerod, LLD (Public domain photo via Wikimedia Commons) 

 

Eleanor Anne Ormerod, LLD (1828–1901), introduced the importance of insect pest 
identification and control to the study of entomology. Although she never had the 
opportunity to formally study insects at a university, she wrote several guides and reports 
for farmers detailing identification, behavior, and ecology of injurious insects in various 
cropping systems in her home country of Great Britain. She even sent out questionnaires to 
farmers in other areas to gain knowledge of important agricultural insect pests in places she 
could not travel to. 

Eventually, Ormerod was invited to give entomological lectures at several universities. She 
even helped identify agriculturally important insects in New Zealand, the West Indies, and 
South Africa. By the end of her career, she acted as an unofficial government entomologist 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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and was the first woman recipient of an honorary law doctorate (LLD) from the University of 
Edinburgh. 

Her work brought the importance of economic and agricultural entomology to the forefront 
in an age when formal entomologists were mostly ignoring these concepts, thus giving her 
the title of “Mother of Agricultural Entomology.” 

Mary Talbot: Mother of Myrmecology 

 
Mary Talbot, Ph.D. (Photo originally published in “A Myrmecologist’s Life: An Appreciation 

of Mary Talbot,” by Paul B. Kannowski, appendix to The Natural History of the Ants of 
Michigan’s E. S. George Reserve, Miscellaneous Publications. Museum of Zoology, University 

of Michigan, 2012. Republished with permission.) 
 

Mary Talbot, Ph.D. (1903–1990), was an American entomologist who studied the ecology 
and behavior of ants for more than 50 years. She contributed immensely to foundational 
research in myrmecology (i.e., the study of ants) during a time when few women were 
trained in entomology or obtained graduate degrees. During her career, she identified 90 
species of ants in Chicago, Illinois, and published articles on social insects, particularly on 
slave-making ants. 

Talbot was also tenacious and adventurous, braving the elements during fieldwork in 
habitats such as swamps, marshes, barren dunes, and blackberry brambles. She was 
determined to identify each species that occurred in Edwin S. George Reserve, and she 
studied all the habitats there each year with great patience. For example, she would often 
observe ants and their individual behaviors for hours on end. In addition to her impressive 
research and fieldwork accomplishments, she even earned her Ph.D. during The Great 
Depression, further denoting her resilience and perseverance. 

The important contributions of Talbot are reflected in two ant species named after her—
Formica talbotae and Monomorium talbotae—and we therefore propose the title of 
“Mother of Myrmecology” to honor this incredible woman. 

http://www.entsocnsw.org.au/
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Other Notable Women in Entomology 

We also recognize other incredible women in entomology and propose possible titles for 
them: 

 Alice Gray, “Mother of Insect Outreach;” 
 Mary Ball, “Mother of Aquatic Entomology;” 
 Sophie Luttlough, “Mother of Arthropod Collections;” 
 Ayla Kalkandelen, Ph.D., “Mother of Leafhoppers;” 
 Cynthia Longfield, “Mother of Dragonflies;” 
 Leonila Vazquez Garcia, Ph.D., “Mother of Mexican Butterflies.” 

Conclusion 

Recognizing significant contributions to entomological research is important. Each year at 
the ESA Annual Meeting, we induct ESA Fellows and present many other awards to 
students, early career researchers, and others for their outstanding research efforts and 
service to the Society. Who we honor is a reflection of what we value in our academic 
community. As a community, we have recently made meaningful strides to increase the 
inclusion of ESA awards, including the new Alate and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion awards. 

In addition to these formal awards, informal titles and recognitions, such as the “father” of a 
particular field, are equally if not arguably more important to examine when we think about 
our values as a scientific profession. Are these paternalistic titles representative of the 
society we want to be? Do they really include the magnificent diversity of entomologists 
including, but certainly not limited to, women or “mothers” of entomology? 

We hope to spark consideration and conversation on how we view entomological history as 
well as how we want to shape ESA moving forward. We also acknowledge many of the 
“mothers” highlighted here were privileged in terms of class and race, affording them the 
benefit to explore entomology as a hobby, and that other aspiring entomologists at the time 
were not granted the same privileges. Relatedly, there are likely many women and non-
binary people who also made significant contributions to entomology but whose research 
efforts are either lost to a retelling of history through a male-biased lens (much like Rosalind 
Franklin’s contributions to the work of Watson and Crick in the field of DNA) or simply not 
told at all. 

We encourage readers to research and learn more about the women highlighted here and 
perhaps come up with their own “mothers” or “parents” of entomology, or maybe even put 
forth their own titles for folks that made significant contributions to our science. 

Joanie King, Morgan Thompson, and Jaclyn Martin are Ph.D. students in entomology at 
Texas A&M University. All authors contributed equally to this post. 
Email: joanie_king@tamu.edu, mthompson@tamu.edu, and jaclyn.martin@tamu.edu. 
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11th International Symposium on Fruit Flies of Economic 
Importance 

 
Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, Australia 13 – 18 November, 2022  
www.11isffei.com  

Second Announcement 
Abstract Submission  
Accounts to submit abstracts are open for our 11th International Symposium on Fruit Flies of 
Economic Importance to be held from 13 -18 November 2022, in Sydney, NSW, Australia. The 
venue will be located at the Macquarie University North Ryde Campus.  
 
View guidelines and create an account here  
After an account is created, you can upload your abstract, following the guidelines on the 
website. The deadline to submit abstracts will be 30 June 2022.  
During submission you will indicate whether you want to present your work as an oral 
presentation or as a poster. The organizing committee will evaluate all the abstracts submitted 
as oral presentations and will organize the final agenda, reserving the right to assign some of 
them as posters. The meeting will be held in English.  
 
Please contact 11isffei@theconferencecompany.com if you require assistance submitting your 
abstract.  
 
All presenters with accepted abstracts must pay a registration fee to attend the Symposium and 
present their work, either in-person or virtually. Payment options will be available soon, please 
see below and the website for more information.  
 
Registrations  
In-person registration fees will include symposium materials, proceedings, coffee breaks and 
lunch during the four working days. Technical tours on Wednesday and Farewell dinner on 
Friday will be optional.  
 
Virtual registration fees will include access to the Virtual Platform; streaming all live working day 
sessions allowing you to participate in live Q&A, virtual networking with colleagues, virtual 
sponsor and exhibitor hub.  
 
Both in-person and virtual registrations will have 6-month post-symposium access to the Virtual 
Platform to revisit session recordings on demand.  
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New Entomological Research 
(Right Click on the titles (or CTRL Right Click) to see the full articles) 

Warming climate and agriculture halve insect populations in some areas 
Climate change and intensive agricultural land use 
have already been responsible for a 49% reduction in 
the number of insects in the most impacted parts of 
the world, finds a new study by UCL researchers.  The 
study published in Nature is the first to identify that 
an interaction between rising temperatures and land 
use changes, is driving widespread losses in numerous 
insect groups across the globe.  Lead author Dr Charlie 
Outhwaite (UCL Centre for Biodiversity & Environment Re search, UCL Biosciences) said: 
"Many insects appear to be very vulnerable to human pressures, which is concerning as 
climate change worsens and agricultural areas continue to expand. Our findings highlight 
the urgency of actions to preserve natural habitats, slow the expansion of high-intensity 
agriculture, and cut emissions to mitigate climate change.  "Losing insect populations could 
be harmful not only to the natural environment, where insects often play key roles in local 
ecosystems, but it could also harm human health and food security, particularly with losses 
of pollinators. 

Nanoparticles prove effective against the yellow fever mosquito 
Before being accidentally introduced to the New 
World by the 16th century slave trade, the yellow 
fever mosquito was a species native only to Africa. 
Highly adaptable, it has since become an invasive 
species in North America, but researchers at The Ohio 
State University may have found a way to squash the 
pesky population in its juvenile stages.  Recently 
published in the journal Insects, a new paper 
describes how mosquitoes have evolved a natural  resistance to some chemical insecticides, 
and offers an alternative called carbon black, a type of carbon-based nanoparticles, or CNPs.  
Study co-author and an associate professor of entomology at Ohio State, Peter Piermarini 
described CNPs as "microscopic" materials made out of organic elements. The study used a 
modified version of carbon black called Emperor 1800, which is often used to coat 
automobiles black. While CNPs are a relatively new scientific development, they have been 
considered as new tools to control various insect and pest infestations, he said. 
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Taylor Swift, the millipede: Scientists name a new 
species after the singer 
Taylor Swift, U.S. singer-songwriter known for hits 
such as "Shake It Off" and "You Belong With Me," 
has earned a new accolade -- she now has a new 
species of millipede named in her honor.  The 
twisted-claw millipede Nannaria swiftae joins 16 
other new species described from the Appalachian 
Mountains of the United States. These little-known 
invertebrates have a valuabl e role as decomposers: 
breaking down leaf litter, they release their nutrients 
into the ecosystem. They live on the forest floor, 
where they feed on decaying leaves and other plant 
matter, and in fact, they are somewhat tricky to catch, because they tend to remain buried 
in the soil, sometimes staying completely beneath the surface.  Scientists Derek Hennen, 
Jackson Means, and Paul Marek, at Virginia Tech, U.S., describe the new species in a 
research paper published in the open access journal ZooKeys. The research was funded by a 
National Science Foundation Advancing Revisionary Taxonomy and Systematics grant (DEB# 
1655635). 

Electric ants discovered at doorstep of Daintree Rainforest World Heritage area 
The discovery of one of the world's most invasive 
ant species on the doorstep to the Daintree 
Rainforest could spell disaster for the World 
Heritage-listed site and its endemic plants and 
animals.  Electric ants, native to Central and South 
America, were first discovered in Cairns in 2006.  
James Cook University invasive ant researcher Lori 
Lach said they ranked third-worst in the world in 
terms of environmental impact and first in terms of socio-economic impact.  "[That ranking] 
is splitting hairs between red imported fire ants, yellow crazy ants and electric ants — 
they're all really damaging to the environment," she said.  "What puts electric ants ahead on 
the socio-economic impact is what we see across the Pacific, where people hav e had to 
abandon their houses."  Dr Lach said what electric ants lacked in size — they only grow to 
about 1.5 millimetres in length — they made up for with their painful sting. 
 
Invading hordes of crazy ants may have finally met their kryptonite 
When tawny crazy ants move into a new area, the 
invasive species is like an ecological wrecking ball -- 
driving out native insects and small animals and causing 
major headaches for homeowners. But scientists at The 
University of Texas at Austin have good news, as they 
have demonstrated how to use a naturally occurring 
fungus to crush local populations of crazy ants. They 
describe their work this week in the Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences.  "I think it has a lot of 
potential for the protection of sensitive habitats with endangered species or areas of high 
conservation value," said Edward LeBrun, a research scientist with the Texas Invasive 
Species Research Program at Brackenridge Field Laboratory and lead author of the study.  In 
some parts of Texas, homes have been overrun by ants that swarm breaker boxes, AC units, 
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sewage pumps and other electrical devices, causing shorts and other damage. Natives of 
South America, tawny crazy ants have raised alarm bells as they've spread across the 
southeastern U.S. during the past 20 years. The idea for using the fungal pathogen came 
from observing wild populations of crazy ants becoming infected and collapsing without 
human intervention. 

Myrmecophile dispersal via slave-making ants 
Ants have a small armada of little arthropods 
that live within their nests. These so-called 
myrmecophiles (ant lovers) are often 
parasitic by making use of ants as a resource 
for food and shelter. Like all parasites, 
myrmecophiles face the problem of how to 
transmit to a new host, in this case, a new ant 
nest to live in. There are neat solutions to this 
problem. For instance, the small 
myrmecophile cockroach Attaphila climbs 
on virgin queens inside the nest, stays attached to them during the nuptial flight, and so 
accompanies the new queens during colony foundation. Here I report an odd myrmecophile 
transfer via a slave-making ant.  In Central Europe, one of the most spectacular ant species to 
observe is the slave-making ant Polyergus rufescens, also known as Amazon ant. Amazon ants 
make sophisticated raids on several Formica species, mainly from the Formica fusca group. 
They steal pupae and larvae during the raid and bring them to their own nest, where already 
present host-workers raise the raided brood to workers. These workers then behave quite 
normally as if they were still in their own nest. They even take care of the slave-making ants 
as if they were their sisters. Amazon ant raids can contain several hundreds of blood-red 
raiders, making for a quite spectacular show. I love to watch them, and they are common in 
some parts of Germany. 
 
The Fight to Save the Embattled Monarch Butterfly 
In the depths of the Californian winter, an 
ember of hope has flickered for the monarch 
butterfly, the charismatic and beloved visitor 
that has seemingly been on a graceful descent 
into oblivion.  The annual mass migration of 
the orange and black butterflies to the coast of 
California, as well as a separate odyssey the 
creatures take each year to the mountains of 
central Mexico, is among the grandest of 
spectacles in the natural world. Images of 
butterflies adorn t-shirts, pottery, and 
confectionery sold at tourist hotspots that have sprouted up in places where the 
butterflies gather in such numbers that they cause the boughs of trees to sag.  But 
the gatherings are becoming more spotty. In the 1980s, the monarch horde in 
California could be estimated to be four or five million strong. Recent years have 
seen a worrying slide in numbers in recent years. In 2020, a sobering nadir was 
reached—fewer than 2,000 monarchs were counted in sites along the California 
coast, barely 1% of the historical norm. 
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Surprise findings suggest mosquito odor sensors are sensitive to molecular regulation to 
avoid insect repellents 
In what they call surprise findings, Johns Hopkins 
Medicine scientists report that -- unlike fruit flies -
- mosquitoes' odor sensing nerve cells shut down 
when those cells are forced to produce odor-
related proteins, or receptors, on the surface of 
the cell. This "expression" process apparently 
makes the bugs able to ignore common insect 
repellents.  In contrast, when odor sensors in fruit 
flies are forced to express odor receptors, it 
prompts flight from some smelly situations.  The findings, published Mar. 8 in Cell Reports, 
reveal the variation in insect olfactory systems, say the researchers, and add to the growing 
body of research aimed at improving methods to repel mosquitoes from human skin.  
Mosquito bites not only create irritating swelling and itching, but, worldwide, they play a 
role in spreading rampant and often lethal diseases such as malaria and dengue fever, as 
well as Zika virus infections.  "When experiments don't go as predicted, there's often 
something new to be discovered," says Christopher Potter, Ph.D., associate professor of 
neuroscience at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, describing the new study. 
It turns out, he says, that, "Mosquitoes are so much trickier than we thought." 
 
Study Examines Insects’ Role in Plastic Pollution 
Microplastics permeate the world. They can 
float through the air and have been found in 
Antarctic ice, the deep ocean, drinking water, 
and inside an array of animals.  
Microplastic pollution, mostly in the oceans, 
has been getting a lot of attention in the last 
few years but microplastics’ ubiquity means 
that scientists researching them have to find 
ways to limit contamination—and assess its 
extent when it inevitably happens. Max 
Helmberger, a Ph.D. student in entomology at 
Michigan State University, has researched several soil-dwelling organisms’ ability to create 
microplastics from larger plastic debris. He says labs have had to come up with “all sorts of 
creative solutions” to the contamination problem, with at least one dying all their lab coats 
bright pink so it would be obvious when bits invade a sample. Helmberger says, “Being 
persnickity is kind of a must in microplastic research because microplastics are everywhere.”  
Microplastics come in two basic forms: primary and secondary. Primary microplastics are 
ones that are manufactured in sizes smaller than 5 millimeter (think sesame seed). Nurdles, 
the pre-production pellets used to make plastic products, are an example of a primary 
microplastic. Secondary microplastics are tiny bits that have broken off larger pieces. It is 
this second type of microplastic that Helmberger and colleagues recently studied in relation 
to insects and other invertebrates. Findings from their research were published in February 
in the open-access Journal of Insect Science. 
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Scientists find new colony structure of fire ants evolved in one species before spreading to 
others 
Scientists from Queen Mary University of London have discovered 
that a new form of ant society spread across species. They found 
that after the new form of society evolved in one species, a "social 
supergene" carrying the instruction-set for the new social form 
spread into other species. This spread occurred through 
hybridisation, i.e., breeding between ants of different species. This 
unlikely event provides an alternate way of life, making the ants 
more successful than if they only had the original social form.  Red 
fire ants originally had only colonies with one queen. The team 
previously discovered that about one million years ago, a new 
social form evolved where colonies could have dozens of queens. 
A particular version of a large section of chromosome, named the 
"social supergene," includes the genetic information necessary to 
make workers accept more than one queen. The new research, 
published today in Nature Communications, analysed the entire 
genomes or instruction sets of 365 male fire ants to examine the evolution of the social 
supergene, and found that the same version of this chromosome is present in multiple fire 
ant species. 
 
Australia has lost 140 journals in a decade. That’s damaging for local research and education 
At least 140 Australian journals ceased publication in the past 
decade. While there are still more than 650 Australian journals, 
75% of the discontinued ones served the arts, social sciences and 
humanities disciplines. The loss of journals has significant 
implications for local scholarship.  Journal discontinuation 
damages research. Scholarly communities and the discourse that 
develops around a journal might be lost or damaged. The content 
of journals that are the result of the hard work of researchers – 
publicly funded work in most cases – is jeopardised.  Our recently 
published research shows establishing and maintaining journals 
has become increasingly challenging. Australian journals need 
more support from the higher education and publishing sectors 
and better strategies for sustainable editorial and publishing practices.  Academics need 
suitable journals to publish in, especially as journal articles are the key output assessed in 
research evaluation exercises such as Excellence in Research for Australia. While large 
international commercial publishers publish plenty of journals in many fields, national or 
local journals are important.  Domestic journals better accommodate articles on local issues. 
This is not limited to social and cultural issues such as Indigenous matters. Australia is 
unique in many aspects, including ecology, economy, geology and so on. 
 
Deciphering algorithms used by ants and the Internet 
Scientists found that ants and other natural systems use optimization algorithms similar to 
those used by engineered systems, including the Internet. These algorithms invest 
incrementally more resources as long as signs are encouraging but pull back quickly at the 
first sign of trouble. The systems are designed to be robust, allowing for portions to fail 
without harming the entire system. Understanding how these algorithms work in the real 
world may help solve engineering problems, whereas engineered systems may offer clues to 
understanding the behavior of ants, cells, and other natural systems.  Engineers sometimes 

But not this one yet 
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turn to nature for inspiration. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Associate Professor Saket 
Navlakha and research scientist Jonathan Suen found that adjustment algorithms -- the 
same feedback control process by which the Internet optimizes data traffic -- are used by 
several natural systems to sense and stabilize behavior, including ant colonies, cells, and 
neurons.  Internet engineers route data around the world in small packets, which are 
analogous to ants. As Navlakha explains:  "The goal of this work was to bring together ideas 
from machine learning and Internet design and relate them to the way ant colonies forage." 
The same algorithm used by Internet engineers is used by ants when they forage for food. 
 
We should be eating more insects and using their waste to grow crops, says plant ecologist 
Marcel Dicke already knew that insects are an excellent source of protein for humans, but 
he didn't expect to learn that they have such a positive impact on plants. In an Opinion 
paper published on March 2 in the journal Trends in Plant Science, Dicke, a researcher at 
Wageningen University in the Netherlands, and colleagues discuss the benefits of using the 
waste from insect-as-food-and-feed production to promote sustainable crops. The authors 
argue this approach could enhance plant growth, health, pollination, and resilience.  The 
leftovers from insect production come in two main forms: exuviae, the exoskeletons left 
behind after molting, and frass, named for the German word for eating. Frass is "basically 
insect poop and unconsumed food," says Dicke.  When added to soil, the exuviae and frass 
promote both plant growth and health. Insect feces are rich in nitrogen, a nutrient that is 
pivotal to plant growth but is scarce in most soils; therefore, it is often added to crops in 
synthetic fertilizer. The insect exoskeletons are rich in chitin, a polymer that is difficult for 
most organisms to digest.  "There is, however, a set of bacteria that can metabolize chitin, 
and those microbes help plants to be more resilient to diseases and pests," says Dicke. 
"When exuviae are added to soil, the populations of those beneficial bacteria increase." 
 
The physics of fire ant rafts could help engineers design swarming robots 
Noah rode out his flood in an ark. Winnie-the-Pooh had an 
upside-down umbrella. Fire ants (Solenopsis invicta), 
meanwhile, form floating rafts made up of thousands or 
even hundreds of thousands of individual insects.  A new 
study by engineers at the University of Colorado Boulder 
lays out the simple physics-based rules that govern how 
these ant rafts morph over time: shrinking, expanding or 
growing long protrusions like an elephant's trunk. The 
team's findings could one day help researchers design 
robots that work together in swarms or next-generation 
materials in which molecules migrate to fix damaged spots.  
The results appeared recently in the journal PLOS 
Computational Biology.  "The origins of such behaviors lie 
in fairly simple rules," said Franck Vernerey, primary 
investigator on the new study and professor in the Paul M. 
Rady Department of Mechanical Engineering. "Single ants are not as smart as one may 
think, but, collectively, they become very intelligent and resilient communities."  Fire ants 
form these giant floating blobs of wriggling insects after storms in the southeastern United 
States to survive raging waters.  In their latest study, Vernerey and lead author Robert 
Wagner drew on mathematical simulations, or models, to try to figure out the mechanics 
underlying these lifeboats. They discovered, for example, that the faster the ants in a raft 
move, the more those rafts will expand outward, often forming long protrusions. 
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Bull ant evolves new way to target pain 
Australian bull ants have evolved a venom 
molecule perfectly tuned to target one of their 
predators -- the echidna -- that also could have 
implications for people with long-term pain, 
University of Queensland researchers say.  Dr 
Sam Robinson and David Eagles from UQ's 
Institute for Molecular Bioscience found a bull 
ant venom component that exploits a pain 
pathway in mammals, which they believe 
evolved to stop echidnas attacking the ant's 
nests. 
"Venoms are complex cocktails and while bull ant venom contains molecules similar to 
those found in honey bee stings which cause immediate pain, we also found an intriguing 
new molecule that was different," Dr Robinson said.  Whilst searching databases for similar 
amino-acid sequences, Dr Robinson found that the molecule matched the sequence of 
mammalian hormones related to Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), and of these, was most 
closely related to that of the echidna.  "We tested the venom molecule on mammalian EGF 
receptors and it was very potent -- this convinced us that the venom molecule was there to 
defend against mammals," he said. "We went on to show that while it didn't cause direct 
pain, the molecule did cause long-lasting hypersensitivity. 
 
Student's device enables researchers to easily track elusive insects 
With some home security software and a little ingenuity, researchers have developed an 
inexpensive device that will allow them to study the behavior and activity of insects in 
regions of the world where they're most diverse.  Insects are easily the largest group of 
organisms on the planet, and with species inhabiting every continent, including Antarctica, 
they're also ubiquitous. Yet compared to birds and mammals, scientists know very little 
about when most insects are awake and active, which is especially true of nocturnal species 
that fly under the obscuring veil of darkness.  "Most of what we know regarding insect 
behavior is from species that are active during the day," said Akito Kawahara, curator of the 
McGuire Center for Lepidoptera and Biodiversity at the Florida Museum of Natural History 
and co-author of a new study describing the device. "We study butterflies, bees and ants 
because we can see them, but there are hundreds of thousands of nocturnal insects out 
there, all of which have been nearly impossible to track until now."  Knowing when 
organisms are most active is the foundation for understanding their behaviors and circadian 
rhythms -- patterns that determine when they look for food, reproduce, pollinate flowers 
and more. Without this basic information for insects, it's harder to predict or determine 
how changes in the environment, like an increase in light pollution, might impact them. 
But the tinier the animal, the harder it is to track. Insects are generally too small to carry 
around tracking devices that would cue in biologists to their movements. Instead, 
researchers have to lure them in with baits or lights, which only paint a partial picture of 
their activity. 
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Mosquitoes learn to avoid five common pesticides after a single non-lethal dose, study 
finds 

They say what doesn't kill you only makes you stronger, but if 
you're a mosquito, it might endow you with street smarts too.  
Lab experiments found most female mosquitoes who survived a 
dose of pesticide learned to avoid that chemical when they later 
encountered it on a net — even if a meal of blood was waiting 
for them on the other side.  These evasive manoeuvres were 
consistent across five pesticides commonly used to control 
mosquitoes across the world, according to Frederic Tripet, a 
medical entomologist at Keele University, and co-author of a 
study published today in the journal Scientific Reports.  "We 
found a similar response that indicates [mosquitoes] can learn 
very quickly from their misfortunes."  The study is the first experimental evidence that two 
widely spread species of mosquito can change their behaviour to avoid contact with 
pesticides, he added.  And understanding how mosquitoes behave could help tailor 

programs to better curb the spread of diseases, such as malaria, without over-relying 

on pesticides. 

Natural History Museum confirms stick insect is male and female 
A pet stick insect surprised its owner when she 
noticed it was half male and half female - known 
as a gynandromorph.  Charlie, a green bean stick 
insect, showed its true colours after it shed its 
skin at home in Suffolk to reveal the bright green 
body of a female and brown wings of a male.  
Experts at the Natural History Museum confirmed 
it was the "first reported gynandromorph" in that 
species.  Charlie was also a "particularly 
impressive specimen", they said.  Owner Lauren 
Garfield has donated her pet to the museum in 
London for scientific research.  Charlie, a Diapherodes gigantea, originally looked just like 
the other stick insects Mrs Garfield keeps and breeds at her home in Waldringfield.  Stick 
insects moult several times and when Charlie shed its skin, everyone began to notice the 
unusual creature.  Mrs Garfield's photos of it, with its half bright green female body, 
together with the brown wings of a male, were spotted by Felixstowe Radio after she wrote 
a "weird post alert" on her Facebook page about her stick insect.  She told the BBC: "I don't 
usually get attached to the stick insects, but Charlie is different."  She said her son was so 
excited, she took the stick insect into school to show to the other children. 
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Will an Imperiled Butterfly Survive Climate Change? It Depends on Shifting Rainfall 
Patterns 
When we think of climate change, we often imagine how a 
warmer world will impact species, but a new study 
highlights the importance of changes in precipitation. The 
finding suggests that paying attention to the environmental 
triggers within each species’ lifecycle will help us better 
understand how they will be affected by climate change.  
The research focused on the Miami blue butterfly 
(Cyclargus thomasi bethunebakeri), a federally-listed 
endangered species that exists solely in a pocket of habitat 
in southern Florida. Their federal status directs more 
resources towards their conservation, and understanding the Miami blue’s lifecycle in  
relation to our changing climate is critical for predicting how they will fare in the future.  
Like many tropical insect species, the lifecycle of Miami blue butterflies includes a state 
called “diapause,” when larvae suspend their development during dry conditions. The onset 
of the wet season triggers diapausing larvae to restart their development into adult 
butterflies. The duration of the dry period, and therefore the duration of diapause, can have 
a significant effect on population numbers. If larvae have a short diapause, then they are 
more likely to reach adulthood and reproduce than if there is a long dry season with an 
extended period of diapause.  “We found that shifting rainfall patterns can determine 
whether the Miami blue butterfly populations grow or shrink, even without any other 
environmental variables changing,” says Erica Henry, a postdoc in applied ecology at NC 
State and author of the study. “This is not only concerning for this rare butterfly, but for all 
insects in precipitation-driven systems. Both the tropics and rainfall patterns have been 
largely overlooked in the conversation about climate change and animal lifecycles.” 
 
March flies prowl Australia’s beaches looking for blood – but why? 
While relaxing at the coast this summer, you 
might have noticed a few fellow beach goers 
failing to socially distance. You might even 
have had the unpleasant experience of one 
biting you and drawing blood.  Australia’s 
large buzzing flies – commonly called march 
flies – are very quick to home in on napping 
sunbathers, looking for a meal of blood. But 
what are they actually doing on our beaches, 
given we’re seemingly the only large animals 
there?  The answer: breeding. Female march flies use your blood to boost their egg 
production. Then they lay eggs in the sand. After hatching, the hungry maggots wait for prey 
under your feet.  In large enough numbers, these flies can make beachgoing downright 
unpleasant. But there are ways to protect yourself. Wearing vertical stripes confuses them, 
and thicker clothes are harder to bite through. Put a towel over your body while you nap.  
The flies ruining your beach outing are mostly members of the family Tabanidae, the horse, 
deer, and march flies. Globally, there are around 4,600 species of these fast, alert flies. That 
makes tabanid flies the lineage with the most species of all bloodsucking insects, more 
diverse than mosquitoes, fleas, or lice. About 500 species are endemic to Australia, with 
dozens of species left to describe. They are diverse and plentiful, ranging from our highest 
mainland peak, Mount Kosciuszko, down to sea level. 
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Are you a mozzie magnet? New research shows exactly why mosquitoes are targeting you 
A series of experiments conducted on one of the world’s 
most annoying insects has found that vision is key to the 
mosquito’s attraction to human blood, according to a 
new paper published in the journal Nature 
Communications on Friday.  First, it is an exhale - the 
smell of carbon dioxide - which activates their vision and 
alerts the mosquito that you are near, then a red flash - 
the hue of your skin - tempts them closer.  Once just 
inches away, the mozzie is able to feel the heat and moisture radiating from your skin, 
which cues them to land, and inevitably to bite. That’s the complicated process 
female Aedes aegypti mosquit  oes go through for a taste of your blood, according to Jeff 
Riffell, a professor of biology at the University of Washington who leads a research group 
examining what attracts mosquitos to people. Only female Aedes aegypti mosquitoes suck 
blood from their hosts, and people are their favourite meal. 
 
Insects on a Plane: How Eusocial Ants, Bees, and Wasps Deal With Viruses 
Nowadays, when most people hear the words 
“virus” and “epidemic,” the human realities of 
COVID-19 spring to mind. But insects that live 
in colonies also face viruses, and their 
lifestyle—which is the exact opposite of social 
distancing—is prime for epidemics and 
outbreaks.  In a research-review article 
published in December in the Annals of the 
Entomological Society of America, researchers 
from Texas A&M looked at what it means to 
be eusocial and respond to viral invaders. They 
report the ways insect communities use innate 
immune defenses and also act like a superorganism, deploying social immunity tactics to 
rise to the challenge.  When graduate student Valerie Renee Holmes found herself stuck at 
home during the COVID-19 pandemic, she focused on her dissertation on fire ant 
(Solenopsis invicta) viruses. She soon realized that a thorough review of immunity among 
eusocial insects in the order Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps) hadn’t been done.  
Holmes’ background is p ublic health and epidemiology, and she says colony life provides 
viruses unique opportunities to jump easily between hosts. Cozy living quarters mean 
hospitable temps and a ready supply of food, frequent contact between nestmates, and the 
presence of vulnerable larvae. Plus, insects in a colony share genetics, so a virus that knocks 
out one individual is likely bad news for the whole group.  “That’s basically insects in an 
airplane,” Holmes says. “We say in epidemiology that airplanes are an [epidemiologist’s] 
worst nightmare, and eusocial living is kind of the airplane of insects as far as immunity. So, 
they’re highly susceptible to epidemic disease outcomes.” 
 
'Insect apocalypse' looming under current conservation rules 
Current UK conservation policies fail to protect important insect species such as bees which 
"are vital for our everyday lives and future existence," according to new research from the 
University of Aberdeen.  Love them or loathe them, insects provide a wealth of daily 
resources, from chocolates to cold remedies but researchers Natalie Duffus and Dr. Juliano 
Morimoto warn that current conservation policies are falling short of protecting them from 
the threat of extinction.  Published in Biological Conservation today the researchers assert 
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that current policies are biased and ineffective and are failing to protect a large portion of 
insect biodiversity in the UK and Ireland. The team analyzed key conservation policies 
already in place and found that some groups of insects including butterflies and moths were 
more stringently protected than others, such as flies and bees, species that are known to be 
equally important and which have undergone recent known extinctions in the UK and 
Ireland.  Natalie Duffus, the lead author who is currently a Natural Environment Research 
Council doctoral trainee at the University of Oxford but completed the research while an 
undergraduate at the University of Aberdeen, explains: "Insects fulfill a range of vital roles in 
the ecosystem, including pollination, pest control, and decomposition. 
 
Scientists decode chemical defense in plants against plant sap-sucking leafhoppers 
Given the sheer number of potential enemies, plants 
are resistant to most pests, even if they can cause 
damage to other plants. In a new study published in 
the journal Science, researchers at the Max Planck 
Institute for Chemical Ecology describe a newly 
discovered mechanism that protects a wild tobacco 
species from plant sap-sucking leafhoppers. By 
combining different genetic screening methods with 
the study of chemical changes in tobacco leaves, 
they identified a previously unknown defense substance important for the tobacco's 
resistance to leafhoppers and characterized the genes for its biosynthesis. 
Plants are at the bottom of the food chain and are continually threatened by pathogens and 
herbivorous insects. But the vast majority of attackers are unable to cause any damage due 
to a broadly based plant resistance, also known as non-host resistance. This resistance is 
permanent and effec tive. However, the mechanisms that lead to this resistance, 
particularly to herbivorous pests, are largely unknown. In a new study, researchers at the 
Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology were able to identify a chemical 
substance responsible for the resistance of Nicotiana attenuata plants to sucking 
leafhoppers (Empoasca spp.) and the genes needed for its production. "Our research 
uncovered how native plants use chemical reprogramming to defend themselves against 
opportunistic leafhoppers in nature," first author Yuechen Bai says, summarizing the results. 
 
New Mosquito Vision Discovery Could Help You Hide From These Disease-Carrying 
Bloodsuckers 
Beating the bite of mosquitoes this spring and summer 
could hinge on your attire and your skin. New research 
led by scientists at the University of Washington indicates 
that a common mosquito species — after detecting a 
telltale gas that we exhale — flies toward specific colors, 
including red, orange, black and cyan. The mosquitoes 
ignore other colors, such as green, purple, blue, and 
white. The researchers believe these findings help explain 
how mosquitoes find hosts, since human skin, regardless 
of overall pigmentation, emits a strong red-orange 
“signal” to their eyes.  “Mosquitoes appear to use odors to help them distinguish what is 
nearby, lik e a host to bite,” said senior author Jeffrey Riffell, a UW professor of biology. 
“When they smell specific compounds, like CO2 from our breath, that scent stimulates the 
eyes to scan for specific colors and other visual patterns, which are associated with a 
potential host, and head to them.” 
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Photo Corner 
All Society member are encouraged to submit any entomological photographs of interest together with a 

short (or long) description of your observations. 

the common assassin bug, Pristhesancus plagipennis (Reduviidae) on my bonsai gardenia, 

Beecroft NSW (Dinah Hales).  
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Thalaina angulosa (Geometridae) (6 June 2018) at Port Douglas (Dinah Hales). 
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